AWS Addenda Notice

The following Addenda have been made and incorporated into the current edition of this document.

Addenda #: ADD1
Subject: Annex D (Normative, Base Metal Grouping)

Page 73-D1. Base Metal Specifications-Remove "AISI"

Page 73-D1 Base Metal Specifications-Add "Table D.3 List base metal specifications for iron castings in accordance with AWS D11.2 groups"

Page 74-135- Table D.1, List of Base Metal Specifications-New base metals have been added and corrections have been made to Table D.1

Page 136-258- Table D.2, M-Number Listing of Base Metals- New base metals have been added and corrections have been made to Table D.2.

The purpose of this addenda notice is to inform the public that a published standard has been technically modified. An addenda is an addition or supplement to a published standard or portions thereof required before the complete revision and publication of the next edition of the standard.